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BACKGROUND

The Work Inspiration campaign is an employer-led initiative supported by school personnel and in some 
cases supported by a broker or industry facilitator. The Work Inspiration campaign and the Three Insights 
career development framework enable young people to connect with the world of work. The combination 
of hands-on activities and career conversations with employees enable students to gain insights into the 
fast changing world of work. This exposure to multiple careers and interaction with a range of workers 
enables the students to detect relevance between their studies and their employment options. The career 
conversations with employees introduce the students to the concept that while planning is important 

1“careers happen”, sometimes by accident.

Career development is the process of managing life, learning and work over the lifespan. This toolkit has 
been developed to provide a context for Work Inspiration (WI) within existing career development 
programs and resources used in schools. It is designed to support existing resources and to enhance the 
experience of Work Inspiration by participating students - before, during and after the activity.

It is expected that students will be exposed to a range of quality career development activities and 
resources while at school. These include:

§ Myfuture website -  - a joint initiative of the Australian, State and Territory www.myfuture.edu.au
Governments. It includes an extensive resource centre and career planner.  

§ My Career Match -  - allows individuals to develop a profile of themselves www.mycareermatch.com.au
and create a career path report. 

§ School subjects liked and jobs they can lead to (also known as Bullseye Posters) - 
www.education.gov.au/career-bullseye-posters (Australian Government).

§ Job Guide - - an Australian Government tool www.jobguide.thegoodguides.com.au/occupation/search 
that lists the tasks performed in professions and provides other career help. 

§ Industry associations and Skills Councils - talk to people in the jobs and industries.

§ State-based career advice and planning websites such as  . www.qld.gov.au/jobs/career/advice

TARGET GROUPS

Resources in this toolkit can be used by:

§ Careers advisers/guidance officers in schools to assist their understanding of Work Inspiration 

§ Teachers involved in the planning of a WI activity or accompanying students 

§ Students to further reflect on (think about) their learning

§ Employers to assist in planning their WI activity.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The methodology used to develop this toolkit involved:

§ Initial research

§ Research case studies 

§ Focus group, follow-up and review – teachers and Partnership Brokers
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1 Happenstance Theory http://www.stanford.edu/~jdk/HappenstanceLearningTheory2009.pdf

Employers making work experience 
meaningful, relevant and inspiring



§ Phone and meeting interviews - teacher Work Inspiration facilitators

§ Phone and meeting interviews - Partnership Brokers

§ Phone interviews - Work Inspiration project employers

§ Phone interview - Dave Turner 

§ Literature review of career development information and resources

§ Phone interview - David Carney (CICA about ACARA – Work Studies Syllabus)

§ Gold Coast Careers Network – ILO interviews. 

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Discussions and interviews with school personnel involved in Work Inspiration activity have identified that 
most teachers (as organisers or observers) are not qualified or experienced career practitioners. The Work 
Inspiration Employer Toolkit is an employer resource, therefore is not designed to include any career 
development information or linkages from career planning to the Three Insights. 

Whilst school based/teacher facilitated pre and post activities would be preferred to achieve the optimum 
result, the reality is that due to timetable challenges and student participation numbers in Work Inspiration 
activities (ranging from a small number of students from a number of schools, to larger numbers of 
students from one school), school based/teacher facilitated sessions for Work Inspiration activity 
participants either pre or post is an unrealistic expectation at this stage of the campaign. 

When students participate in Work Inspiration, they may not have commenced developing their career 
plans as some schools commence these activities at different times and year levels.

ASSUMPTIONS

§ Follow-up requires full engagement by the school, teachers, careers staff, employer, parents and 
students.

§ Most Work Inspiration activity will be conducted during Year 10, therefore resources have been 
developed for this age cohort. Most activities would also be suitable for Year 9 or senior students.
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RESOURCES / TIMELINE (When to be used) / Stakeholder's Matrix

Primary User Key            Career Development Resources 
   School Resources
    Parent Resources    
   All Stakeholders 
   Employer Resources 
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HOW TO USE THIS CAREER DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT

This Career Development Toolkit has been designed to supplement and support existing resources for Work Inspiration. The Toolkit resources are designed to complement rather than 
replace any existing resources, providing easy to use solutions to some of the identified gaps in existing procedures. They have been designed to improve the outcomes of Work Inspiration, 
make life easy for the user and provide consistency across the Work Inspiration activities. The Toolkit includes resources that can be used by employers, schools, students and parents. 
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